Data Modernization with Neal Analytics

DATA MODERNIZATION IN A MONTH
(DMIM) WITH NEAL ANALYTICS
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Begin your data modernization journey with a cloud
data platform on Azure in just a month

pay as you
go model .

Migrating to Azure doesn’t need to be complicated. Your organization can scale
out a modern data platform in 30 days or less with help from Neal Analytics and
Microsoft resources.
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This program

Is designed to help
your organization
seize the benefits
of an Azure-based
data platform
within 30 days by
leveraging predefined
architectures and
Neal exper tise.

Contact us:

contactus@nealanalytics.com

Data modernization in a month (DMIM) program
Neal’s DMIM program leverages predefined templates and
resources provided by Microsoft to enable Neal engineers to
rapidly scale out a modern data platform. Once built, Neal will
work to tailor it to your specific needs and ensure functionality.
The DMIM program also has funding available for qualified
organizations. Contact us to learn more.

Cost: Varies based on project
size & funding availability

Data Modernization
With Neal Analytics

DATA MODERNIZATION IN A MONTH (DMIM)
At the conclusion of 30 days, your organization will come away equipped with a
fully functional data platform that will provide the benefits provided by Azure’s
efficient, flexible, and secure infrastructure.
The data platform will:

Program
Expected
Outcomes

• Leverage cost-effective, modern data solutions & infrastructure
• Offer built in geo -redundancy & high availability architectures
• Provide fast, globally available data storage and analytics tooling
• Auto scale on-demand resources up and down to constantly right -size the data
platform
• Offer pay-as-you-go pricing
• Leverage Microsoft and Neal’s extensive librar y of pre -built data connectors to
connect with disparate data sources
• Provide a target for migrating data from on -premises databases

Why do we need this program?

Organizations with a large or complex data platform have hesitated to migrate to the cloud
due to the risk, cost, and lengthy timelines associated with migrating to the cloud. The DMIM
program helps address these concerns by providing organizations with a low-risk, quick, and
inexpensive way to begin their data modernization journey.

Who should apply?

This program is perfect for organizations who have either already decided to migrate to the
cloud and are looking for a good place to start, or organizations considering making the move
and would like to leverage a low-cost, yet fully functional, data platform as a proof of concept.

Frequently
Asked
Why Neal Analytics?
Questions Neal Analytics is a cloud, data, and AI Microsoft Gold consulting partner supporting data-

driven transformation initiatives from data strategy to solution design, architecture,
development, operationalization, and support. Our expertise spans across migration and
modernization, data science, AI/ML, IoT, edge computing, BI, application development, and
RPA.
Our partnership with Microsoft and use of in-house Agile methodologies has enabled us to
launch our DMIM program, making us on of few organizations who can stand up a modern
data platform on Azure in 30 days or less.

